
Numbers unquestionably signify things in the Bible. Not all numbers do so. The
Bible includes many numbers that are incidental to the narrative, perhaps other than
to show the general size of the numbered thing. Some passages, for instance,
document the amount the Israelites contributed to building the temple or celebrating
events. Those numbers may have no significance other than their large quantity.
Likewise, when Moses counts the fleeing Israelites, David counts troops, or a
history book or book of prophecy numbers the men in each tribe, the specific
figures, running sometimes into the hundreds of thousands, may only be significant
for their large or relative size. Read those numbers with interest. They tell us things
like the leadership and supply challenge in the case of the fleeing Israelites, military
might in the number of troops, or commitment of the people in their large
contributions.

Yet other numbers, the Bible explicitly states, signify certain things. God created the
world in seven days, resting on the seventh day. He accordingly instituted a
seventh-day, or sabbath, rest. Bible passages may thus take the number seven to
signify completion and the seventh day to signify rest in God’s provision. Passages
even use multiples of seven in their format or within their narrative, suggesting the
author’s effort to highlight God’s created order and his direction toward ultimate
rest in his presence. Likewise, the number forty can signify a time of testing,
whether for Noah waiting forty days for the floods to stop, Moses meeting God for
forty days on the mountaintop, the Israelites wandering forty years in the
wilderness, or Jesus fasting for forty days. Don’t take every number or even every
possible pattern to signify meaning or relationship. But be willing with numbers to
consider their context and investigate their significance when the Spirit so informs
you.


